CAREER
ILLUMINATIONS
The 2019 NQT and Early
Career Teacher Conference
Thursday 27 June 2019, 9.30am – 3.30pm

On Thursday 27 June, the Leeds Trinity University Institute of Childhood and Education
is proud to present its 2019 Conference – ‘Career Illuminations’. A revitalising day to
gather invigorating ideas from experienced practitioners, grow ideas about investment in
career progression, and share challenges and successes with fellow early career teachers.

#LTEN

WELCOME
Welcome to Leeds Trinity University’s
2019 NQT conference. This conference is
an important event for the University’s
Institute of Childhood and Education
as we strengthen our engagement with
teachers at the early stage of their
professional development.
The Institute brings together considerable expertise
from teacher education and the wider workforce. With
improving the lives of children and young people at
the heart of our mission, we draw together teams
of experts from early years, primary and secondary
education, social and behavioural sciences, and social
care dedicated to realising this commitment. Research
informed practice underpins our academic work which is
allied to a strong professional profile preparing students
for successful employment.
We engage critically with national and international
policy developments and provide a principled voice for
what we believe is best practice in improving the lives of
children and young people. We are keen to support the
early professional development of teachers by working in
close partnership with schools.
The transition from ITE to NQT is a critical one where
good quality training and support is needed if the country
is to benefit from teachers who are regularly updating
their learning and practice from the start of their
careers. The workshops today are designed in response
to priorities identified by student teachers and those
at the start of their teaching careers. The NQT support
programme is expanding and we hope to draw on your
expertise to strengthen it further in years to come.
Please enjoy, participate and contribute to what I hope
will be a positive day of learning with colleagues.

Professor John Leach
Director of the Institute for Childhood
and Education, Leeds Trinity University
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Professor John Leach

Hywel Roberts

Director of the Institute for
Childhood and Education

Educator and Author

John started his professional life as a secondary school
teacher of chemistry, biology and science, working in
comprehensive schools in Cambridgeshire and West
Yorkshire. In the luxurious days when young teachers
were funded to do extended CPD he attended a 20-day
course at The University of Leeds run by the Children’s
Learning in Science Project, which opened his eyes to
why so many learners find scientific concepts so
difficult to understand. He took a 20-month post as
a teacher-researcher at The University of Leeds but
stayed for more than 20 years, completing a part-time
doctorate, teaching on the PGCE programme and leading
several large funded projects. His publications are
widely-cited in the UK and internationally and he holds
Fellowships from the Academy of Social Sciences, the
Royal Society of Chemistry and the Higher Education
Academy. He was involved in setting up the National
Science Learning Centre at York, which in its current guise
as STEM Learning supports CPD in STEM for teachers and
technicians across the UK. Before joining Leeds Trinity
University as Director of the Institute of Childhood and
Education, John served as a Pro Vice-Chancellor in two
UK universities.

Hywel’s reputation has
grown hugely since
he stepped out of the
classroom and he has found
an incredible and innovative
niche in the world of model
teaching contributing to
and advising curriculum
designers and innovators
from Barnsley to Brussels,
from Cairo to Cleethorpes.
Hywel contributes to the Masters programme in Drama
and Creative Writing at Leeds Beckett University. He
attained a distinction at MA level which focussed on
Pedagogy, Poverty and Engagement.
His award winning book ‘Oops! Getting Children to Learn
Accidentally’ is published by Crown House Publishing
and has proved very popular with educators around the
world and now is a feature on the reading list of many
university teacher training courses. His latest book
‘Uncharted Territories’, is written with Dr Debra Kidd.
He writes a regular ‘Travelling Teacher’ column for the
TES. Hywel is also a Fellow of the Royal Society of Arts.
He was recently described as ‘a world leader in
enthusiasm’.
@hywel_roberts
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WORKSHOPS

1

PHYSICAL DE-STRESSING
FOR TIRED TEACHERS
Bridget will guide you into a powerful Yoga Nidra
practise. Suitable for all, generally it is done lying
down but can also be practised in a comfortable
sitting position if preferred. Yoga Nidra is conscious
sleep: your body rests deeply and your mind stays
awake and aware following the instructions. A 30
minute Yoga Nidra practise is said to be equivalent
to a 2 hour sleep. Bridget personally uses Yoga Nidra
to let go of the activities of the mind and to relax
the body to help her be a better, clearer and calmer
teacher. After the practise Bridget will give you tips
on practising at home or at work and guide you
to the best free resources that can be found on
the internet.
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GETTING AND STAYING
ORGANISED
In a profession where the ‘To Do List’ truly never
ends, understanding how to organise yourself
is key. Vanessa provides practical examples,
exploring ways you can match them to your
individual style of working. Busting myths around
workload, work-life balance and stamina, her
workshop will also consider how self organisation
can boost your mental well being, alongside
managing how you are perceived by others.
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Bridget Rowan
Bridget is a yoga teacher with 18 years experience.
Yoga is her passion and has helped her navigate
through the challenges and tribulations of life.
Bridget runs a busy yoga studio with her yoga
partner Angela in Farsley, west Leeds and teaches
weekly yoga and meditation classes. Her work is
founded on the principle that yoga gives us tools
to manage our stress levels and help us fulfil our
highest potential in life.

Vanessa Mudd
Vanessa is a highly experienced teacher of English
who has held a range of curriculum, pastoral
and leadership roles. Commended by Teach
First as an exceptional mentor, she enjoys being
involved in the training of new teachers. She has
recently taken up a position with Heritage Corner,
merging her education and organisational skills,
supporting the delivery of Heritage Awareness to
both students and staff.
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LOOKING AFTER YOUR VOICE AND
USING IT TO ITS BEST EFFECT
Alex will offer practical suggestions of how to
develop use of voice in the classroom. His starting
point is that our use of voice improves relationships
with students and allows for a collaborative working
relationship. Using his extensive experience, he
will explore how to develop the use of your voice
to impart the key information at the core of your
lesson, and recap the nuts and bolts of using and
looking after your voice.
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Alex is head of Drama and Theatre as well as Lead
Tutor at Brigshaw High School, East Leeds. Alex has
worked across the school developing teaching and
learning as well as delivering CPD sessions for the
‘Subject Leaders Development Meetings’ across
Leeds. Alex focuses on using Drama and Theatre to
build creativity in students to enable students to take
greater risks in their work and develop wider skills
bases. Alex works from a stand point of relationships
underpinning the work we do as practitioners.

COMBATTING STRESS - HOW TO
SQUARE THE CIRCLE OF A JOB
THAT IS NEVER DONE
This workshop will look at the unique psychological
challenge of teaching and identity strategies to
help teachers actively manage stress. It will look
at building resilience, honing emotional intelligence
and staying true to your values in a chaotic,
ever-changing educational landscape.

Alex Bennett

Hannah Collins

Hannah Collins is the Assistant Head Teacher for
Raising Achievement at Royds School, in South Leeds.
She has worked in secondary schools across West
Yorkshire for the past 15 years and is passionate
about helping young people succeed, irrespective
of barriers. Throughout her career, Hannah has been
NQT coordinator, organised and delivered whole
school CPD, and supported staff who have struggled,
both formally and informally. She strongly believes
a school’s best resource is its staff.
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CAREER PATHS AND ORBITS
This is a workshop for any teacher who wants to
find out about alternative career paths. Three
presenters who have eschewed a linear career path
and found ways to maximise exciting opportunities
in education will share their stories and offer
invaluable advice about thinking laterally for a
long and sustaining career.
Elaine is a Primary Maths Specialist working
for West Yorkshire Maths Hub and Trinity
Multi-Academy Trust in Halifax. As an SLE, Elaine
supports the teaching of Maths in primary schools
through developing effective leaders and classroom
practitioners. Further to this, she develops and
delivers CPD packages nationwide for White Rose
Maths as well as delivering bespoke curriculum
content for Schools Direct through Trinity Teaching
School Alliance. Elaine is passionate about Maths
education and firmly believes that everyone can
succeed in mathematics.
Jessie is the Action Research Lead in Science at St
Bede’s and St Joseph’s Catholic College in Bradford.
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Jessie had a varied career before entering teaching
including scientific researcher, editorial assistant
and toy shop owner before training as a teacher of
science. In 2016 Jessie was seconded for 12 months
to the National STEM Learning Centre, York to
work with teachers to implement a Science Capital
approach to their teaching practice. Jessie’s current
role is to implement an action research approach to
science teaching bringing academic research into the
classroom and reviewing its impact.
Jenny is an English Teacher and the Assistant
Principal for Teaching, Learning & Staff Development
at Co-op Academy Leeds. In the past she has worked
as a Head of English, Lead Practitioner and an AST in
a number of schools in West Yorkshire. Jenny enjoys
speaking at conferences both home and abroad, and
is interested in challenge and aspiration in innercities as well as championing collaboration between
schools. She writes a widely read T&L blog, tweets
@FunkyPedagogy, and has just completed a book
about teaching and cultural capital.

STEPPING INTO MANAGEMENT:
ADVICE ON INSPIRING, APPRECIATING
AND DEVELOPING STAFF
Sarah will offer an overview of research and
strategies which leaders can use to develop their
team as well as giving people a framework to
reflect on their own leadership qualities. Every
teacher has leadership opportunities at all points
in their career and Sarah will aim to give some
guidance on how to use these to the greatest
effect - wherever you are in the school structure.
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Elaine Guzdek, Jessie
Mytum-Smithson and
Jenny Webb
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Sarah
Case

Sarah is Vice Principal and an English teacher at
Trinity Academy Halifax. Her main role across the
academy is the development, retention and talent
spotting of teachers. Sarah is also the Alliance
Leader for Education across the Multi Academy
Trust and oversees Teaching and Learning across
numerous schools ranging from primary to post
16. Having worked in both a special measures
and an outstanding setting, she understands
that strong systems are always important but
it is the investment in people that makes a
school transformational.
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STEPS INTO SENCO AND
MENTAL HEALTH SPECIALISM
SEND is a highly diverse, specialist, enriching and
developing area of educational practice. There
are significant career opportunities in this field
which form the focus for this workshop around
identification, provision development and leadership
in schools. The workshop will help you explore the
National Award for SEN Co-ordination for aspiring
SENCOs and also the newly developed MA in
Mental Health for educational settings.
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Bev Peartree

Bev is a Senior Lecturer in SEND at Leeds Trinity
University, and has worked in the field of inclusive
education as a senior leader, researcher, consultant
and SENCO. Her work has focused on the needs
of marginalised and disadvantaged communities
including issues linked SEMH and SEND. She is a
member of the national HEI steering group for
SENCO education and also the national SEND
research forum. Bev delivers the NASENCo
qualification at LTU.

DEVELOPING EXPERTISE IN PROVISION
FOR PP AND DISADVANTAGED STUDENTS
Successfully supporting disadvantaged students
without creating excessive workload is one
of the most important skills in your teaching
repertoire. This workshop will help you to enhance
your existing good practice, identify habits and
strategies to develop in the future so that you
can enable disadvantaged learners to flourish
within your classroom and across your school.
The emphasis will be on practical, grab and go
resources and strategies, and how to start to see
yourself as a school PP lead. This year we will also
take a particular focus on the hardest to engage
(and re-engage … and re-engage) with learning.
Even before you have students through your
classroom door you can be laying the foundations
for highly effective learning. Never underestimate
the power your approach can have for disengaged
students.

Amy
Thompson

Amy is the Assistant Principal for Student
Achievement and Development at Bishop Young
Academy and has led on Pupil Premium for a
number of years. Amy has spent her career in
challenging inner city schools working first as an
English teacher, then Literacy Co-Ordinator, then
a successful Head of English before taking up an
SLT role leading on achievement.
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HOW TO BECOME A
RESEARCH LEAD (AND A
RESEARCH-INFORMED LEADER)
There is an increasing evidence-base for ‘what
works’ in teaching. But there is often a need
for a bridge between what the research says
and how that research then applies to teachers.
The school Research Lead can navigate those
waters to ensure that schools make informed
decisions based on the best available evidence.
In this workshop we will explore how to
become a Research Lead and how to develop
your understanding of this emerging pillar of
education. Not only will it help you to lead
specifically on research, but it will inform your
practice whatever your desired role.
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LEADING ON
CURRICULUM DESIGN
Curriculum is now at the centre of Ofsted’s drive
to improve schools and tackle social inequalities.
But knowledge of curriculum is not the preserve
of school and subject leaders. An understanding
of curriculum is vital amongst teachers at all
levels to ensure that the curricula we teach do
not become stale, but are in a constant state of
renewal. This session will explore the contested
nature of curriculum and give some insight into
how curriculum is being perceived in the new
Ofsted framework. More importantly however it
aims to empower new teachers with curriculum
knowledge which will allow them to take part in
vital discussions about curriculum renewal.
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Mark Miller

Mark is Head of Bradford Research School, one of
the designated Opportunity Area Research Schools.
Research Schools work with the other schools in
their network to support them to make better use
of evidence to inform their teaching and learning.
He teaches English at Dixons Kings Academy.

Alex Ford
Alex Ford is lead tutor on the PGCE History
course at Leeds Trinity University and a Fellow
of the Schools History Project. Prior to 2016,
he was head of history in a mixed comprehensive
in Leeds. Alex has delivered a number of
history-specific sessions on curriculum, planning,
assessment and progression for Teach First, the
Historical Association and the Schools History
Project. He is a published history textbook
author, his most recent work being “The Making
of America” for Hodder Education’s new GCSE
series. He also runs the teaching and learning
website and blog, www.andallthat.co.uk.
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THE POWER OF COACHING AND
MENTORING IN PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
The Early Career Framework identifies the role of
coaching and mentoring in supporting early career
teachers. This workshop will look at how and
where coaching and mentoring sit within the wider
responsibilities of being a teacher, examine the
difference between the two and provide practical
ways to use this as part of your professional
learning and development.
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Jonathan is a Senior Lecturer in the Institute of
Childhood and Education at Leeds Trinity University.
His teaching and research interests are in school
improvement and teacher development. He has
worked as a teacher, Regional Advisor with the
National Strategies, a school improvement advisor,
consultant and senior leader in three universities. In
his work in coaching and mentoring he has provided
support for school consultants, executive coaching
to Headteachers and developed a PGCE programme
on coaching & mentoring for lead mentors and senior
leaders in our partnership schools. He is currently
working as an academic partner with a large MAT
supporting mentor development.

FROM INFINITY TO BEYOND –
THINKING, TEACHING,
WRITING
Learning never stops. Formal education does. In this
workshop, Leigh and Hywel will take you on a tour
of the world beyond the walls of the classroom.
Drawing on their extensive and varied experience,
Hywel and Leigh will describe their experiences
beyond the classroom as thinkers and writers, and
illustrate how these have supported their own and
others’ teaching. If you are interested in writing
about teaching, forays into the world of education
publishing, and innovative ways to add your voice
to national debates, this workshop will provide you
with inspiration and practical next steps.

Jonathan
Doherty

Leigh Hoath with
Hywel Roberts

Leigh is a Senior Lecturer in Science Education and
the Editor of the Association for Science Education’s
Primary Science Journal. She was Head of Biology
after teaching for a number of years before moving
into HE where she has worked for the last 13 years.
She is also currently working as an Education
Consultant for the BBC’s Blue Planet Live.
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AVOIDING ‘COLOUR
BLINDNESS’ AS A TEACHER
In today’s challenging climate how do you
promote equal opportunities, plus provide
inclusivity and support for students of all
ethnicities without being tokenistic? Vanessa
and Joe tackle how to talk openly about race,
whatever the context of your school or personal
background. Exploring classroom discussion,
the curriculum and even your display boards,
this session will give you confidence to enhance
whole school practice with practical ideas.
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DEVELOPING EXPERTISE
IN EAL PROVISION
Kasia will offer practical suggestions of how to
support EAL pupils in the mainstream lessons
and how to stretch and challenge EAL pupils
(Steps A-E). Her starting point is that EAL does
not mean low ability and that both language
acquisition and language learning are crucial in
supporting the progress of EAL pupils, regardless
of their steps. Using her extensive experience as
both an EAL teacher and learner, she will explore
how the curriculum can be adapted and teaching
tailored to meet the needs of EAL pupils, and how
these insights can be promoted within your school:
EAL does not mean low ability and all teachers
should be advocates of meaningful stretch and
challenge for all.
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Joe Williams with
Vanessa Mudd
Joe is the founder of Heritage Corner and The Leeds
Black History Walk, raising awareness of African
and West Indian history with Yorkshire connections
through research projects, arts, education and public
engagement. Joe brings heritage to life via dramatic
performance, readings and talks. His many awards
include: Stephen Lawrence Award for services to
education; Leeds Black Award for services to the arts
and most recently, Downing Street Points of Light
award, for services to black history in Britain. He
is also currently a Visiting Research Fellow at the
University of Leeds.

Kasia Scofield
Kasia is an English Teacher and the NTT
Co-ordinator at the Co-op Academy Leeds,
who has been teaching for over 10 years, both
in England and abroad. Her first degree is in
Teaching English as a Second Language. She has
a Master’s degree in English Philology (Literature,
Linguistics and Phonetics), and before joining CAL,
taught English in language schools, The Army
Foundation College and a few secondary schools
in Leeds. She believes that every student matters
and deserves the right to achieve academically
and socially within the school environment.

Keynote address:
Hywel Robersts

Charlotte Wright:
What an MA in
Education could
do for you

9.45am –
10.45am

10.45am –
11.10am

WORKSHOP 5
Elaine Guzdek,
Jessie MytumSmithson and
Jenny Webb
Career paths
and orbits

WORKSHOP 3
Alex Bennett:
Looking after your
voice and using it
to its best effect

2.30pm –
3.30pm

WORKSHOP 4
Hannah Collins:
Combatting
teacher stress

WORKSHOP 11
Jonathan Dohert:
Coaching and
Mentoring

Rooms

WORKSHOP 10
Alex Ford:
Leading on
curriculum design

WORKSHOP 5
Elaine Guzdek,
Jessie
Mytum-Smithson
and Jenny Webb:
Career paths and
orbits
WORKSHOP 13
Vanessa Mudd
and Joe Williams:
Avoiding ‘Colour
Blindness’ as a
teacher

WORKSHOP 2
Vanessa Mudd:
Getting and
staying organised

WORKSHOP 1
Bridget Rowan:
Physical
de-stressing for
tired teachers

Sandwich lunch
and exhibition

Exhibition and
refreshments

Conference Suite

1.20pm –
2.20pm

12.20pm –
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11.20am –
12.20pm

11.00am –
11.20am

Opening address:
Professor John
Leach

Mary Hallaway
Lecture Theatre

9.30am –
9.45am

Time

PROGRAMME

WORKSHOP 9
Mark Miller:
How to become
a Research Lead

WORKSHOP 7
Bev Peartree:
Steps into SENCO
and Mental Health
specialism

WORKSHOP 7
Bev Peartree
Steps into SENCO
and Mental Health
specialism

WORKSHOP 8
Amy Thompson:
Developing
Expertise for
PP/disadvantaged
students

WORKSHOP 8
Amy Thompson:
Developing
Expertise for PP/
disadvantaged
students

WORKSHOP 12
Leigh Hoath
with Hywel
Roberts:
From Infinity to
Beyond: thinking,
teaching, writing

WORKSHOP 14
Kasia Scofield:
Developing
Expertise in EAL
provision

WORKSHOP 6
Sarah Case:
Stepping into
Management

WORKSHOP 6
Sarah Case:
Stepping into
Management

Green room for
presenters

Green room
for presenters

Green room
for presenters

Leeds Trinity University
Horsforth
Leeds LS18 5HD
cpd@leedstrinity.ac.uk
0113 2837100 ext 556 or 560
leedstrinity.ac.uk
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